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Abstract 
This paper examines the structural and spatial dynamics of patents in France, 
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. The time series 
are extracted from international, comparative and historical databases on the 
long-term evolution of patents in 40 countries from the 17th century to 1945 and 
in more than 150 countries from 1945 to present (Diebolt and Pellier 2010). 
We have found strong evidence of infrequent large shocks resulting essentially 
from the major economic and political events formed by the two World Wars in 
the 20th century. Our results question the autonomous process, i.e. the internal 
dynamic of the patent systems. Wars seem to drive innovation and, finally, the 
very process of economic growth. We further investigated the role of innovation 
in economic growth through a causality analysis between patents and GDP per 
capita. Our major findings support the assumption that the accumulation of 
innovations was a driving force only for France, the United Kingdom and the 
United States during the post-World War II period. 

Keywords: database, cliometrics, shock analysis, patents, causality, outliers, 
comparisons in time and space. 

While eminent social scientists have made signif-
icant and sophisticated use of patent statistics, 
such data are a far cry from what one would like 
to have. […] Unable, at least for the present, to 
study what we want, we can perhaps still learn 
something by studying what we can. 

J. Schmookler (1966: 23) 

[…] Patents are not a constant-yardstick indica-
tor of either inventive input or output: moreover, 
they are ‘produced’ by a government agency 
[…], that goes through its own budgetary and in-
efficiency cycle. 

Z. Griliches (1989: 291) 
                                                           
 Dedicated to the memory of Karine Pellier (1980–2018). 
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1. Introduction 
Since the Industrial Revolution economists and historians have paid less atten-
tion to comparisons of national systems of innovation than on measurement of 
differences in economic performance (Maddison 1991). Nevertheless, interna-
tional comparisons of innovation dynamics may provide additional information 
and perspective for the analysis of national economic situations. The data used 
for this must be reliable and valid and also meet specific criteria. They must be 
standardised so as not to compare information that cannot be compared statisti-
cally. In addition, national specificities must be taken into account in order to 
understand, wie es eigentlich gewesen ist, what apparently similar data can 
mean in very different contexts, and to avoid meaningless analyses making 
daring comparisons of figures representing different realities. 

Innovations are those events where new ideas will progressively lead to 
economic and institutional changes. An innovation exists if an elaborate idea is 
developed. Innovative ideas can emerge from a variety of impulses: market 
needs, the legislation, broadening of the product range, maintenance of the 
market share as well as entering new markets, etc. An important systematiza-
tion is the differentiation between product innovations as the production of new 
products or their qualities and process innovations, meaning the introduction of 
new production methods or the re-organization of a specific industry. Another 
important systematization is the classification of innovations according to their 
intensity. Basic and improvement innovations are frequently dissociated 
(Mensch 1975). Basic innovations are radical introductions with macroeconom-
ic effects. Improvement innovations in contrast correspond to further develop-
ment and perfection of those fundamental introductions that were established 
by basic or radical innovations. In this context, an important problem that sys-
temically arises relates to the question to what extent innovation processes, 
basic, of improvement or even pseudo innovations (that in reality are not inno-
vations at all), can be understood and explained in a scientific way like path 
dependence phenomena for example or, alternatively, as merely lucky or un-
lucky circumstances, i.e. random walks.  

Lerner's influential work (2002, 2009) gives important answers to this 
question. It focuses on the impact of changes in the policies devoted to innova-
tion on the basis of the analysis of changes in the protection level of patents in 
60 countries over a period of 150 years. Lerner examined 177 political changes 
and showed that the impact of these changes were much more important on 
patent applications by foreigners than on patent applications by nationals.  

Our paper must be distinguished from Lerner's seminal approach. On the 
one hand, from the methodological point of view; on the other hand, through 
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the historical database used. Our aim here is to undertake a fresh examination 
of the factors which, in the long run, governed the structural and spatial dynam-
ics of patents and, in extension, that of the national systems of innovation in 
France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States.1 

Section 2 specifies which sample is used. Outlier tests are implemented in 
Section 3. Causality relations are analysed in Section 4. Section 5 provides 
conclusions. 

2. The Data 
From the pioneering work of Schmookler (1966) until the recent survey on the 
economics of patents by Hall and Harhoff (2012) in the context of a 
knowledge-based economy, the need for and resort to such indicators in eco-
nomic analyses of technical change have grown continuously. Today a patent is 
the most widely used indicator of technical result. Several studies focused on the 
best ways to use these data and to underline their main strengths and weakness-
es (see especially Pavitt 1985; Basberg 1987; Griliches 1990). One of the major 
advantages of these data on patents is linked to their availability both in time 
and space as well as their various aggregation levels.2 A patent has another ma-
jor advantage, namely its rich information content (OCDE/OECD 2009). On 
the basis of the technical characteristics of the invention, of the ownership of the 
invention and the history of the application, it is possible to build multiple – 
simple or more complex – indicators and to use them in very varied studies. 

Statistics on patents can be used, for instance, to analyse the technological 
performances of countries or firms, to model knowledge flows3 or to assess the 
technical value of innovations,4 etc. But the use of patents as an indicator of 
inventive activity has also its drawbacks. On the one hand, all inventions are 
not and cannot be patented. There are alternative ways to appropriate the reve-
nues of innovation, such as secrecy or speed to market strategies. Moreover, the 
propensity to patent an innovation varies from one firm, one country or techno-
logical sector to another and all patents do not have the same economic and 
                                                           
1 For a critical survey of the concept see Freeman 1995 and Grupp, Dominguez-Lacasa and Frie-

drich-Nishio 2002. 
2 ‘The advantage of patent statistics is that they provide readily available information over rather 

long periods which can be easily classified by year, and which is not affected by changes in rela-
tive prices. A more important advantage is that they have been collected and examined over all 
these years by the same official agency, generally speaking a Patent Office’ (Clark, Freeman, and 
Soete 1981: 309–310). 

3 Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson (1993) used patent citations as a measure of knowledge flows. 
4 Schankerman and Pakes (1986) mobilized data on inventors' decisions to renew patents as a 

measure for patent value. More recently, Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) proposed an indicator of the 
quality of English patents in the period 1617–1841, based on the relative ‘visibility’ of each pa-
tent summarized in Woodcroft's Reference Index. 
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technical importance. Therefore, the calculation and interpretation of indicators 
based on patents require some precautions in order to avoid statistical biases 
linked to the counting of patents. It is particularly important, when using pa-
tents, to have a good knowledge of patent systems and users' strategies (Grupp 
and Schmoch 1999). It is also possible to apply some rules and statistical meth-
ods to calculate better quality indicators, especially to allow international com-
parisons. 

In this article we use, according to the previous work (Diebolt and Pellier 
2009a),5 original statistical series out of the ClioData database (Idem 2010) 
updated in 2012.6 This database contains not only data on patents but also vari-
ous indicators on the economy and demography for a group of countries, most-
ly from the 18th century to the present time. The database applies a relational 
model which guarantees the conservation of this type of data and makes it easi-
er to prepare them for the desired calculation techniques (Ibid.). 

Five countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the 
USA) were selected, mainly because many patent data were available for them 
over very long periods of time. These countries are also among the very first 
ones who implemented a modern system for the protection of inventions 
through patents. For instance, for the United Kingdom we can avail of data se-
ries going back to the early 17th century. Our choice can also be explained by 
the fact that until the 1960s France, Germany, the UK and the USA were the 
countries with the densest inventive activity. Japan is particularly interesting 
because it is one of the Asian countries which experienced a high growth rate 
of the filing of patents since the 1960s (see Figs 1 and 2). 

The patent series were constructed on the basis of the different national ar-
chives and international data available for the present time. The series of the 
United States come from the United States Patents and Trademark Office 

                                                           
5 We investigated the impact of geographical spillovers of knowledge in the patenting activity and 

convergence process for a sample of 131 European regions over the period of 1981–2001. Using 
spatial econometrics methods, we detected spatial autocorrelation and heterogeneity in the re-
gional distribution of patent applications to the European Patent Office. Then, we successively 
included these spatial effects in a convergence analysis. The first specification taking into account 
the spatial dependence revealed a global convergence process between European regions as also a 
positive effect of geographical spillovers on this convergence process. Secondly, the spatial het-
erogeneity was taken into account by a specification with two spatial regimes, a Core-Periphery 
type. Finally, our results showed that the global convergence process is hiding disparities and dif-
ferent convergence processes for the two regimes. Only regions that belong to the Core of the EU 
are converging. 

6 ClioData completes the Carolus database which compiles many data connected with the econom-
ics of education. Carolus has actually contributed numerous cliometric or econometric works. See 
URL: http://www.cliometrie.org. 
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(USPTO 2011). For the United Kingdom we used the patents data from Mitch-
ell (1988). Data for France and Germany come from Federico (1964). For Ja-
pan as well as for recent data of France, Germany and the United Kingdom, we 
used the WIPO statistics database (2011). When building the database and the 
specific sample related to this article, we proceeded through two main phases: 
collection of documents and analysis of the data collected. The first phase was 
mainly descriptive and of exhaustive data control. In the second phase, the data 
were assembled in statistical tables and classified according to a previously 
established nomenclature. 
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Fig. 1. Share of the 5 countries in the total number of patents filed 
(164 patent offices) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 
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Fig. 2. Share of the 5 countries in the total number of patents grant-
ed (160 patent offices) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 

For econometric processing and historical coherence of the time series, we 
select all the applications filed and all patents granted to residents and non-
residents, through the national and PCT7 routes. 

Patent applications and grants are the two types of statistics most frequent-
ly used for the long-term analyses. Each has its advantages and drawbacks 
which will have to be taken into account when interpreting the results. The 
trends arising from the series linked with these two types of statistics are not 
strictly identical due to their structural characteristics. The patents granted are 
usually considered to be a better indicator of the quality of patents because only 
innovations respecting the patenting requirements may be granted as a patent. 
These series are extremely interesting because of the number of observations 
they contain. Since the granting of patents is the first operation which gave rise 
to listings by offices, these are the longest available series we have. For a large 
number of countries, one can note that the availability of statistics is often 
linked to the first law on patents to be promulgated. However, these data are 
characterised by a very high sensitivity to a number of factors endogenous to 
the national patent systems. The number of patents granted each year has a ten-

                                                           
7 Patent Cooperation Treaty is an international treaty, administered by the World Intellectual Prop-

erty Organization. The PCT aims at facilitating the acquisition of patent rights in a large number 
of jurisdictions. 
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dency to be correlated to the internal functioning of the patent offices (staff, 
budget, etc.). The type of examination procedure followed by each country and 
later the legislative amendments may have a significant influence on the statis-
tics. For instance, those countries which demand a stricter examination of the 
applications are in a way ‘under-rated’ in international comparisons. Some 
countries look thoroughly into the patenting criteria (it is the case in the UK, 
the USA, Japan and Germany), whereas others, such as France over a long time 
span simply registered the applications.8 Furthermore, there is a delay between 
the realisation of an innovation and the granting of a patent which varies from 
one country to another according to the examination procedures. Therefore, the 
number of patents granted any year does not reflect the number of innovations 
which took place the same year. 

In order to limit the costs linked with each application, the applicants take 
into account the requirements in terms of examination procedures and specifi-
cally the application fees. They also have to arbitrate between the return ex-
pected from the granting of the patent and the costs of filing a patent. Statistics 
on patent applications are probably less sensitive to administrative procedures 
than to the number of granted patents. In fact, we note that the variances are 
smaller between the series of patent applications than the series of patents 
granted, which partly explains why these series are often used for international 
comparisons. Moreover, the application filing date is closer to the date of reali-
sation of the innovation, as it is expected that the inventor wants to patent his 
innovation as soon as possible. It provides therefore a more accurate evaluation 
of the innovation date. The main drawback of these series is that they are al-
ways shorter than the series of granted patents.9 

These two types of statistics which are calculated by patent offices are 
therefore under the influence of various factors connected with patent systems 
(patenting requirements, duration of the procedure, fees and costs, etc.). 

The methodology of outliers, applied to each of them, aims at analysing 
and comparing their sensitivity to real shocks. Moreover, identifying outliers is 
primarily aimed at promoting understanding of the historical evolution of pa-
tents in each country, where endogenous factors connected to patent systems, 
together with exogenous factors linked to economic and political events, exert-
ed a significant influence on the qualitative development of patents. Sufficient 
knowledge of the differences between national legislations and their changes 
over time can be considered as an essential pre-requisite to a relevant interpre-

                                                           
8 Calculated from the ClioData database, the gross grants ratios (the number of patents granted 

divided by the number of patents filed) show that the annual mean rate of grants is around 87 % 
for France (1885–2010), 34 % for Germany (1883–2010), 29 % for Japan (1885–2010), 57 % for 
the United States (1840–2010) and 52 % for the United Kingdom (1852–2010). 

9 In fact, the statistics concerning applications appeared late (towards the end of the 19th century) in 
the publications of the national offices. 
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tation of analyses aimed at international comparisons. From that point of view a 
historical summary of the evolution of patent systems in the five selected coun-
tries is presented in Appendix 1 (see also Diebolt and Pellier 2009b). 

3. Outliers 
3.1. Definitions 
On the basis of the institutional and legal landmarks and in line with the meth-
odological approach developed by Darné and Diebolt (2004), the following 
section aims at showing that rare events, shocks, may have various effects on 
patent time series. 

Generally speaking, when economic history takes an interest in the analysis 
of shocks, two econometric methodologies can be used. Following the tradi-
tional approach, one can study shocks as impulse response functions. In that 
case the analysis is based on the estimation of a vector autoregressive (VAR) 
model and is part mainly of an analytical and forecasting approach as the envis-
aged shocks are simulated and hence fictitious. Following the most recent 
works in historical econometrics, one can also analyse shocks as outliers. In 
that case, the analysis of shocks is a part of an analytical and historical ap-
proach as the shocks are real. 

Our research approach is a part of this latter research path. In other words, 
we resort to the method of outliers.10 But how can these events, rare or extreme, 
be identified? 

In statistical theory, when an observation departs strongly from the mean 
value or tendency, it is considered as exceptional. It is defined by a specific, 
non-representative value and their number usually does not exceed 1 % of the 
time series. However, the definition of these values, based solely on their size 
and rareness, is not operational. It is too vague and requires that size and fre-
quency thresholds should be established beforehand and those will help define 
whether a value can be called exceptional. After specifying the measurement 
scale and the reference period, we consider that an observation is of an excep-
tional character when its value (positive or negative) is very high and when its 
frequency is very low. Although this definition is subjective from a literal point 
of view, it allows to sort out these values into two categories: rare and extreme 
events. A rare event, also called outlier, differs from an extreme event from the 
point of view of the frequency of occurrence. Whereas extreme values are 
grouped together, outliers are isolated. Hence, if events cannot be put into a 
homogeneous series, their nature changes and they become atypical (outliers). 
In that respect, if they are isolated, they are outliers and if not they are extreme. 

                                                           
10 For the readers interested in other cliometric applications or a mathematical and complete statis-

tical presentation of the outliers methodology see Darné and Diebolt 2004; Charles and Darné 
2011; Metz 2010, 2011. 
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Within the framework of this article, four main outliers are classified as: 
Additive Outliers (AO) that affect only a single observation at some points in 
time series and not its future values; Innovational Outliers (IO) which produces 
a temporary effect for a stationary series, whereas it produces a permanent level 
shift for a nonstationary series; Level Shifts (LS) that increase or decrease all 
the observations from a certain time point onward by some constant amount; 
Temporary Changes (TC) that allow an abrupt increase or decrease at the level 
of a series which then returns to its previous level exponentially rapidly. It is 
considered that AOs and IOs are outliers which are related to an exogenous and 
endogenous change in the series, respectively, and that TCs and LSs are more 
in the nature of structural changes (see Appendix 2). 

3.2. Results 

We use the outlier theoretical and methodological framework to analyse the 
genesis and the development of statistics on filed and granted patents in France, 
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the USA from 1617 to 2010. More 
precisely we determine whether rare events which might bring along significant 
changes in the patent time series are the cause or rather the consequence of in-
stitutional and economic changes. 

Figs 3a and 3b, 4a and 4b aim at offering an easy reading of our economet-
ric treatments. The unbroken line corresponds to a series before the singular 
values are corrected, whereas the dotted line systematically represents the series 
adjusted for the outliers. This latter series was obtained using the TRAMO pro-
gramme (Time Series Regression with ARIMA Noise, Missing Observations, 
and Outliers), developed by Gómez and Maravall (1997).  

Table 1 summarises our results. Tables 2 and 3, given below, report on the 
series of patent applications and patents granted using the national and PCT 
routes, their detection date, the outlier type, the size and critical value of the 
likelihood ratio (T-Stat).11 The last column specifies the nature of the shock 
which resulted in each outlier. We created a new typology and gathered all 
shocks into three categories. The first category ‘ECO’ refers to shocks of an 
economic nature such as wars or crises but also shocks of a political nature. 
They are considered as exogenous to the patent system in our model. The sec-
ond category ‘PAT’ shows all institutional changes related to patent systems 
(new laws, closing of offices, etc.). They are considered as endogenous to the 
patent system in our model. And finally, the third category ‘OTHERS’ deals 
with any other explanation. It concerns, for instance, outliers the origin of 
which is still to be determined as well as purely statistical artefact. 

                                                           
11 The critical detection value of outliers is 3.5 for France, Germany and the USA. For the UK it is 3.8. 
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Fig. 3a. Patent applications through the national and PCT routes (log-
arithmic scale) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 
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Fig. 3b. Patent applications through the national and PCT routes (log-
arithmic differenced) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 
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Fig. 4a. Patents granted through the national and PCT routes (loga-
rithmic scale) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 
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Fig. 4b. Patents granted through the national and PCT routes (loga-
rithmic differenced) 

Source: Diebolt and Pellier 2010 (database updated, 2012). 
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Table 1. Proportions of outliers in the patent series (in %) 

 Frequencies 

Patent Series Countries Obs. All types Outliers 
ECO 

Outliers 
PAT 

Outliers  
OTH-
ERS 

Applications France 126 4.8 83 17 0 

Germany 128 5.5 86 14 0 

Japan 126 4.0 40 60 0 
The United 
Kingdom 159 5.7 89 11 0 

The United 
States 171 2.9 100 0 0 

All countries  710 4.5 81 19 0 
Grants France 220 3.2 57 43 0 

Germany 199 6.5 69 23 8 

Japan 126 4.8 50 50 0 
The United 
Kingdom 394 2.5 50 30 20 

The United 
States 221 3.6 13 62 25 

All countries  1160 3.8 50 39 11 

Note: ECO: shock of economic or political nature; PAT: endogenous shock to the patent 
system; OTHERS: shock otherwise explained. 

Table 2. Outliers in the series of patent applications 

Country (Period) Date Outlier Amplitude T-stat Shock 

France 
(1885–2010) 

1914
1919 
1940 
1944 
1946 
1968

IO
LS 
TC 
TC 
LS 
AO

–4624,6
4593,4 
–6342,3 
–3010 
6143,6 
6721

–3.99
5.27 
–8.27 
–3.57 
6.40 
14.05

ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
PAT 

Germany
(1883–2010) 

1889
1907 
1914 
1915 
1918 
1924 
1950

LS
AO 
IO 
TC 
IO 
IO 
AO

0.19
–0.08 
–0.35 
–0.32 
0.22 
0.28 
0.65

6.08
–4.88 
–6.81 
–11.23 
4.13 
5.45 
26.87

ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
PAT 

Japan 
(1885–2010) 

1886
1887 
1906 
1944 
1945

IO
IO 
LS 
TC 
TC

1.13
–0.75 
0.37 
–0.37 
–1.29

10.56
–7.17 
3.66 
–3.86 
13.42

PAT 
PAT 
PAT 
ECO 
ECO 
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Continuation of Table 2 

Country (Period) Date Outlier Amplitude T-stat Shock 

The United 
Kingdom 
(1852–2010) 

1884 
1905 
1914 
1915 
1919 
1931 
1939 
1940 
1945 

LS 
AO 
IO 
TC 
IO 
AO 
IO 
LS 
IO 

12326 
–2597.1 
–4951.9 
–3159 
9351.8 
–2227.4 
–6148.9 
–9519 
7043.1 

13.06 
–5.03 
–3.86 
–3.84 
7.24 
–4.31 
–4.79 
–10.02 
5.47 

PAT 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 

The United 
States 
(1840–2010) 

1861 
1865 
1867 
1898 
1918 

TC 
IO 
TC 
TC 
AO 

–0.53 
0.34 
0.22 
–0.35 
–0.22 

–9.48 
4.84 
3.99 
–6.33 
–5.71 

ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 

Note: ECO: shock of economic or political nature; PAT: endogenous shock to the patent 
system; OTHERS: shock otherwise explained. 

Table 3. Outliers in the series of granted patents 

Country (Peri-
od) 

Date Outlier Amplitude T-stat Shock 

France 
(1791–2010) 

1793 
1795 
1797 
1848 
1915 
1919 
1975 

TC 
AO 
TC 
TC 
LS 
LS 
AO 

–1.98 
–2.04 
–1.13 
–0.96 
–1.02 
0.94 

–0.66 

–9.42 
–10.78 
–5.34 
–4.58 
–4.63 
4.26 
–3.86 

PAT 
PAT 
PAT 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 

Germany 
(1812–2010) 

1814 
1815 
1819 
1823 
1826 
1831 
1837 
1871 
1878 
1920 
1951 
1954 
1970 

IO 
LS 
LS 
LS 
LS 
TC 
AO 
AO 
LS 
IO 
LS 
IO 
TC 

–0.70 
2.38 
0.60 
1.02 
1.41 

–0.61 
–0.57 
–0.54 
0.97 
0.60 
2.44 

–0.67 
–0.61 

–4.26 
14.54 
–3.67 
6.24 
8.61 
–4.09 
–5.19 
–4.93 
5.95 
3.67 
14.80 
–4.05 
–4.13 

ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
PAT 
ECO 
PAT 
PAT 

OTHERS 
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 Continuation of Table 3 

Country (Peri-
od) 

Date Outlier Amplitude T-stat Shock 

Japan 
(1885–2010) 

1886 
1925 
1945 
1947 
1991 
1996 

AO 
IO 
LS 
TC 
AO 
TC 

0.65 
0.87 

–1.32 
–1.03 
–0.72 
0.70 

4.44 
4.51 
–6.84 
–5.74 
–4.93 
3.84 

PAT 
PAT 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
PAT 

The United 
Kingdom 
(1617–2010) 

1639 
1680 
1689 
1691 
1701 
1719 
1735 
1756 
1852 
1885 

IO 
AO 
AO 
TC 
TC 
AO 
AO 
AO 
LS 
LS 

–2.29 
–1.66 
–1.38 
2.01 

–1.24 
–1.23 
–1.70 
–1.27 
1.28 
1.10 

–6.95 
–5.78 
–4.72 
6.59 
–4.16 
–4.28 
–5.93 
–4.42 
4.56 
3.91 

PAT 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 
ECO 

OTHERS 
OTHERS 

PAT 
PAT 

The United 
States 
(1790–2010) 

1791 
1792 
1795 
1798 
1805 
1837 
1849 
1854 

IO 
TC 
AO 
TC 
TC 
IO 
TC 
IO 

2.36 
–1.24 
–0.98 
–0.72 
–0.52 
–0.51 
0.47 
0.73 

16.79 
–9.63 
–9.96 
–5.60 
–4.07 
–3.65 
3.63 
5.17 

PAT 
PAT 
PAT 
PAT 

OTHERS 
PAT 
ECO 

OTHERS 

Note: ECO: shock of economic or political nature; PAT: endogenous shock to the patent 
system; OTHERS: shock otherwise explained. 

From a global comparative point of view, on the one hand, our results show 
that series of patent applications are more sensitive to shocks – of whatever 
nature – than the patent grants (4.5 % of the observed shocks as opposed to 3.8 %); 
on the other hand, that shocks of economic or political origin dominate in most 
series. The impact of shocks of economic and political nature on the series of 
patent applications was stronger than on the granting of patents. They represent 
81 % of the shocks identified in the application series and 50 % of the shocks 
identified in the series of granted patents (see Table 1). This result makes it 
possible, to a certain point, to minimise the importance of endogenous factors 
characteristic of each patent system on the dynamics of series. It also leads us 
to believe that economic agents decide to apply or not for a patent according to 
the economic situation. 

As for the series of patent grants, they appeared to be more sensitive to en-
dogenous shocks than patent applications (39 % of observed shock as opposed 
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to 19 %). This result seems to be quite logical considering the structural speci-
ficities of the two types of series. The statistics on granted patents have a ten-
dency to be more closely linked to the granting procedure chosen by each coun-
try. One can also imagine that the patents granted annually depend at least part-
ly on the internal organisation of the offices. The shocks which cannot yet be 
explained or which might result from statistical errors are a minority. They rep-
resent 0 % of the patents filed and 11 % of the patents granted. 

A more detailed look at the results shows that endogenous shocks (PAT) to 
patent systems are due to the first patent laws, the functioning of offices and the 
major legislative changes in patent laws (see Tables 2 and 3). 

The strong concentration of outliers, which can be observed at the begin-
ning of the period, might be due to a statistical effect connected with the low 
number of patents granted and to the relative fluctuation of the number of pa-
tents granted. But we note that outliers often appear when the first year of data 
availability corresponds to the first patent law. The progressive implementation 
of national patent systems with all the necessary adjustments could be another 
explanation why these shocks appeared.12 At the same time, we note that half of 
the endogenous shocks to patent systems occur close to the date when the first 
laws passed and that all the countries have at least one outlier connected to the 
first promulgated law on patents. For Germany (1878), Japan (1886), the Unit-
ed Kingdom (1852)13 and the United States (1791) these shocks had a positive 
and permanent impact on the series. 

Some shocks are linked to re-opening or abrogation of the patent system. 
In Germany the two outliers of positive impact in the filings (1950) and grants 
(1951) show a resumption of work resulting from the re-opening of the Pa-
tentamt (patent office) in October, 194914 and the progressive rebuilding of its 
numbers, half reduced after its shutting from 1945 to 1949. In England, the 
abolishment of the patent system from 1640 to 1660 at the eve of a Civil War 
(1641–1649) explains the negative shock in the grants series in 1639. 

New laws about examination procedures also had some impacts on the se-
ries. This was the case with the re-establishment of the patents examination in 
Germany in 1952 and in the United States in 1836 which pulled the number of 
granted patents down in 1954 and 1837. In France, the addition of a require-
ment for ‘inventive activity’ to the prior requirements of novelty and industrial 
character in 1968 has rather led to a +8 % rise in the filings during this year. 

                                                           
12 For the sake of interpretation we consider that the points which appear during the years following 

the first law are of an endogenous nature to the patent system, although the purely statistical im-
pact cannot be totally excluded. 

13 1852 is generally considered as the year of the first formal patent law enacted in the United 
Kingdom with the set-up of a Patent Office and a simplified procedure for obtaining patents of 
invention. 

14 The number of patent applications pending examination in 1950 amounted to around 130,000. 
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This rise may be caused by a possible advance of applicants to fill their patent 
applications before the change was effective. Other major legislative changes 
had some positive impacts in the patenting activity of some countries. Japan 
was particularly affected by these changes. Indeed, the nearly quasi doubling of 
the filings in 190615 seems to be linked with the introduction of a German-
based system of protecting utility models in 1905 in order to complete the Jap-
anese patent system.16 Then, the positive and permanent impact that occurred in 
1925 may be related to several institutional changes in 1920.17 Finally, the out-
lier revealed in 1996 can be explained by a set of modifications18 brought to the 
Japanese patent system in the middle of the 1990s. In the United Kingdom,  
the two positive and permanent shocks in 1884 for filings and in 1885 for grants 
match a date where the patent system was amended. Obviously, the change 
observed in the levels of the series can be explained by an increase in the pa-
tents activity resulting from the tax reduction and simplification of procedures 
with the law amendment act of 1883. 

The five countries were also impacted by some exogenous shocks (ECO), 
i.e. shocks of economic or political nature. In the patent applications series, we 
observe that most of these shocks were linked to wars (they represent 80 % of 
the observed shocks) and had an impact both permanently and temporarily. As 
for patents granted series, wars are not the main determinant, as they represent 
only 27 % of the shocks of an economic nature. Economic crises (oil shock, 
speculative bubbles) or political crises are the main causes of the outliers of 
negative impact identified in these series. Moreover, most of these shocks had 
only a transitory character impact on patent series. We noted for France an out-
lier for the Revolution of 1848 and another one in 1975 following the first oil 
shock. In Japan, the speculative bubble burst in 1990 seems to have had some 
negative and one-time consequences in patent grants in 1991. The economics 
and politics of England experienced particularly turbulent periods during the 
17th – 18th centuries. The outlier in 1680 and one-time negative impact occurs 
during a period of political crisis (1679–1681). The point of 1689 appears in the 
context of the Glorious Revolution, which marked the end of the absolute mon-
archy and the establishment of a constitutional and parliamentary monarchy. 
This shock also occurs during the war of the League of Augsburg (1688–1697). 
The 1691 shock, of temporary and positive impact is likely related to the first 

                                                           
15 4,509 patent filings are recorded in 1906 as opposed to 2,897 filings in 1905. 
16 Utility models protect inventions that comply with the novelty and industrial requirements but do 

not require such a high degree of inventiveness or technical advance as in the case of patents. 
17 In particular, Japan switched from a first-to-invent to a first-to-file regime. 
18 These amendments include the patent term extended to 20 years from the filing date and the 

possibility of filing a patent application in English (law of July 1995). Other amendments oc-
curred in 1996, established a post-grant opposition as well as measures to accelerate the proce-
dures for examining patent applications. 
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peak in the number of patents observed in the last decade of the 17th century.19 
Finally, the two outliers in 1701 and 1719 seem to follow the bubble bursting. 
Very few patents were issued during two decades that followed the crisis be-
cause of the bad renown of patent. 

Another observation concerns the identified type of outliers. All the coun-
tries were affected by major shocks with a permanent impact, i.e. outliers of IO 
or LS types. The main causes of this type of shocks were wars, first laws and 
legislative changes. We also observe that exogenous shocks such as wars had a 
stronger impact on the patent filings than on the patent grants.20 Shocks ap-
peared at the beginning and the end of war periods. The points which appeared 
at the end of a war usually had a positive and permanent impact on patents. It 
was the case for the United Kingdom and France for both world wars, for  
the United States at the end of the Civil War.21 In Germany, there is a point at the 
end of World War I. For Japan, the temporary negative shock of 1945 followed 
the defeat of the country in World War II. 

Presence of shocks at the end of wars is an important result which opens up 
a number of research prospects for the future. On the one hand, it complements 
Mensch's idea (1975), taken up again later by Kleinknecht (1987): according to 
this idea, the phase of economic slump induces the massive introduction of in-
novations, i.e. patents and creative activities as a whole. On the other hand, 
following Sombart's (1913) pioneering work on war and capitalism, Ciriacy-
Wantrup's (1936) on wars and economic cycles, and Goldstein's (1988) brilliant 
synthesis, emphasizes the crucial role played by the wars in the social and eco-
nomic dynamics. More generally, the analysis of graphical representations of 
the original and corrected series of outliers confirms our hypothesis about the 
impact of wars. Indeed, for most of the countries we observe that the adjusted 
series are below the original ones (see Figs 3a, b, 4a, 4b). These graphs give 
rise to a counterfactual interpretation, because they clearly show that in the ab-
sence of these major events (mainly wars and first laws) the quantity of patents 
would have been smaller. 

4. Causality 
This section is based on our outlier results. We found that the shocks which 
appeared at the end of a war usually had a positive and permanent impact on 
the patent filings. The accumulation of innovations, ideas and especially the 

                                                           
19 According to McLeod (1988), this growth is explained by the optimistic climate in financial 

markets that led to the formation of a wave of creation of listed company. 
20 For the United States, we observed that the patent applications series was exclusively struck by 

shocks caused by wars. 
21 On ‘the effects of the American Civil War on patterns of patenting and on the returns to inventive 

activity among patentees’ see Khan 2009: 239. 
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patent filings during the wartime may therefore play a major role as a possible 
driving force for the following post-war periods. The following causality analy-
sis attempts to clarify this point. 

4.1. Definitions 
Granger (1969) characterized the causality analysis between two time series in 
terms of prediction improvement. His definition of causality is based entirely 
on the predictability of some series: if knowledge of the history of Yt improves 
the prediction of Xt, then Yt is said to cause Xt. This test allows analysing short-
run time series relations. In extension to the traditional Granger approach to 
causality testing, the Toda and Yamomoto (1995) methodology was performed 
in order to ascertain the direction of causality. This approach ‘has the ad-
vantage that it can be used when the order of integration is ambiguous or un-
certain’ (Greasley and Oxley 2010: 991). In macroeconomic time series, unit 
roots and cointegration tests are known to have generally lower significance in 
small sample. The weakness of the classical Granger test, assuming that the 
variables are stationary or can be made stationary by differencing, is that incor-
rect conclusions can be drawn from ambiguities of the preliminary analyses. 
The Toda and Yamamoto testing procedure is robust to the integration and 
cointegration properties of the processes and therefore, avoids the possible pre-
test biases. Their approach is based on an ‘augmented’ VAR system that guar-
antees the usual asymptotic distribution of the Wald statistic. Dolado and Lüt-
kepohl (1996) used Monte Carlo simulations to analyse the power properties of 
this test and prove the same result. More recently, Bauer and Maynard (2012) 
have extended the surplus lag approach to an infinite order VARX setting and have 
shown that it provides a highly persistence-robust Granger causality test. 

The starting point to perform the Toda and Yamamoto test is to determine 
the maximum order of integration dmax involved in the model from efficient unit 
roots and stationarity tests. Then, we set up and estimate a bi-variate VAR (k + 
dmax) model in level: 

 

 



 maxmax

1 111 11

dk

j tjtjit

dk

i it YcXbaX                  (Eq. 1) 

 

 



 maxmax

1 221 22

dk

j tjtjit

dk

i it YcXbaY  ,             (Eq. 2) 

where t1  and t2  are serially uncorrelated error terms and k is the optimal lag 

length of the VAR according to the Schwarz information criterion. 
Finally, this modified Granger causality test consists of testing linear re-

strictions on the first k coefficients of the VAR model using a standard Wald 
test. The H0 non-causality hypothesis is formulated as follows, Y does not cause 
X if kjc j ...101  . 
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One should note that this test can be implemented as far as the order of in-
tegration of the process does not exceed the true lag length of the model. 

The following section reveals the relationship between the patent filings 
and economic growth (approximated by the national Maddison GDP series, 
recently extended by Bolt and van Zanden [2013]).22 For all the countries in our 
sample, the causality tests are carried out on the total observation period and by 
sub-periods. The sub-periods are moving periods, defined according to the 
positive and permanent shocks detected at the end of wars for each country in 
Table 2. More precisely, we employ the causality test for three sub-periods for 
France and the United Kingdom, and two sub-periods for Germany, the United 
States and Japan.23 

4.2. Results 
In order to find out the maximum order of integration in each series, we start by 
applying the efficient unit root test of Elliott et al. (1996) [ERS]. This test al-
lows us to know if the series have a unit root, i.e. if our series follow a non-
stationary stochastic process. We combined it with the stationarity test pro-
posed by Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) [KPSS] in order to confirm the results of 
the previous test and thus obtain more robust measures. Test results are shown 
in the Appendix 3, Table 4. The efficient ERS test does not reject the unit root 
null hypothesis for all the series at the 5 % level, which clearly indicates that 
they are integrated of order 1, I(1). The stationarity test of KPSS shows some-
what mixed results because its null hypothesis of stationarity could not be re-
jected for eight series at the 5 % level. Nevertheless, the results of both unit 
root tests lead us to conclude that the maximum order of integration (dmax) is 
one in each system.24 Moreover, we followed the sequential testing procedure 
proposed by Dickey and Pantula (1987) to make sure that our time series are at 
most I(1). Thus, in the next step of the test, we may just add an extra lag in es-
timating the parameters of the process. Finally, we ensured that the optimal lag 
length of each bivariate VAR model exceeds the maximal order of integration 
of the processes so that the Toda and Yamamoto test can be applied in all cases. 

Table 4 displays the p-values and the conclusion of the short-run Granger 
causality test. For each country, we first tested for causality over the whole pe-
riod and further examined the issue over different sub-periods. Although wars 
affected the structural dynamics of patents in the five countries, an overview of 

                                                           
22 The data are available from the Maddison Project website. URL: http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/ 

maddison-project/data.htm. 
23 For Japan, we detected only a temporary shock in 1945 but we still divided the period into two. 
24 There is only one ambiguous case which affects the short period 1840–1864 for the United 

States. The null hypothesis of stationarity of the KPSS test could not be rejected for patents and 
GDP. Now, unit root tests have low power due to small sample size and the results should be in-
terpreted with caution. In this case, we considered that the maximum order of integration of both 
series is one, just like other pairs of variables. 
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the results uncovers similar patterns of causal relationships between few coun-
tries as well as great divergence among other ones.  

For France, the Toda and Yamamoto test indicates a relationship between 
the two variables over the whole period characterized by one-way Granger cau-
sality running from patents to GDP per capita. We find the same causal link 
again for the two sub-periods after World War I25 (1919–2010) and World War 
II (1946–2010). In contrast, the test does not detect any link before the First 
World War. The same results are obtained for the United Kingdom: the accu-
mulation of innovations was a driving force for economic performance during 
the following post-war periods. Using as well patent numbers, our approach 
may be considered as complementary to the Greasley and Oxley's (1998) paper. 
Indeed, the authors investigated the causal linkages between aggregate patents 
and industrial production but during the British Industrial Revolution period. 
Their findings allow identifying a bi-directional causality between the two vari-
ables, whereas our results suggest unidirectional causality from the level of 
patents to the level of the whole economy during the following post-World War 
periods. The examination of the causality for the United States series revealed a 
feedback relationship throughout the period 1840–2010. Over the short period 
from 1840 until the Civil War, no causal influence is detected between the two 
variables. However, this result should be interpreted with caution due to the 
lack of efficiency of causality tests in small sample. On the other hand, we 
found again a feedback mechanism starting from the Civil War until nowadays. 
In France and the United Kingdom, patents appear to be a driver for economic 
development following the war period. 

As regards Germany and Japan, the causality test results do not reveal such 
direction of causality after the wars. These two countries have similarities. 
They have experienced losses of war and they reached the technological level 
at the end of the 19th century. These countries benefited from the lessons to be 
learned from the long practice of the other big nations in the field. In particular 
for Japan, we found a bi-directional causality over the whole period, indicating 
the existence of a feedback mechanism between patents and GDP. From 1885 
until the end of the Second World War, the results show that patenting activity 
was a response to economic growth. Japan implemented a system to protect 
invention at the time when the country entered a modernity phase, i.e. under the 
Meiji era (1868–1912). The promulgation of the ‘Statute of Monopolies of pa-
tents’ in 1885 made it possible for Japan to acquire a real patent system origi-
nally inspired by the French and American laws and later by the German model 
in the 1920s. The Japanese patent system was amended on several occasions at 
the beginning of the 20th century, possibly indicating that the system was ad-

                                                           
25 We preferred to study the period of 1919–2010 instead of the shorter one (1919–1945) due to 

non-robustness of the tests in case of too small samples. 
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justed in order to fit better with the needs of the economic change of the period. 
Due to its modernisation efforts, to a system of innovation promotion and a 
culture in which industrial development prevails over individual interests, Ja-
pan experiences an amazing increase of the number of patent applications since 
the 1960s. Notwithstanding, in the second sub-period starting with the defeat of 
Japan in 1945, we do not observe any connection between patents and GDP. 
For Germany, no causal relationship was found between these two variables 
from 1885 until 2011. As for the two sub-periods around the First World War, 
the results reveal unidirectional causality from economic development to pa-
tenting. Therefore, the patenting activity seems to have responded to the dy-
namics of the output for both time periods. 

Table 4. Causality test results between patents and GDP per capita 

Country  
Period 

H0: Patents 
do not  

cause GDP 
p-value 

Conclusion 

H0: GDP 
does not  

cause Patents
p-value 

Conclusion 

France 
1885–2010 
1885–1918 
1919–2010 
1946–2010 

 
0.000 
0.607 
0.000 
0.020 

 
PAT cause GDP

– 
PAT cause GDP
PAT cause GDP

 
0.330 
0.101 
0.134 
0.726 

 
– 
– 
– 
– 

Germany 
1883–2010 
1883–1917 
1918–2010 

 
0.977 
0.220 
0.379 

 
– 
– 
– 

 
0.469 
0.030 
0.003 

 
– 

GDP cause PAT 
GDP cause PAT 

Japan 
1885–2010 
1885–1944 
1945–2010 

 
0.017 
0.624 
0.234 

 
PAT cause GDP

– 
– 

 
0.000 
0.014 
0.166 

 
GDP cause PAT 
GDP cause PAT 

– 
The United  
Kingdom 

1852–2010 
1852–1918 
1919–2010 
1945–2010 

 
 

0.002 
0.130 
0.022 
0.070 

 
 

PAT cause GDP
– 

PAT cause GDP
PAT cause GDP

 
 

0.504 
0.807 
0.515 
0.567 

 
 
– 
– 
– 
– 

The United 
States 

1840–2010 
1840–1864 
1865–2010 

 
 

0.041 
0.335 
0.007 

 
 

PAT cause GDP
– 

PAT cause GDP

 
 

0.035 
0.288 
0.001 

 
 

GDP cause PAT 
– 

GDP cause PAT 

Note: Bold indicates significance at 5 % level; italic font indicates significance at 10 % 
level. All series are natural logarithms of levels. 
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5. Conclusion 
This article provides a new type of analysis of the historical evolution of pa-
tents, based on a cliometric approach. Our research clearly shows that events of 
a rare nature but of specific importance have influenced the dynamics of pa-
tents series in France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States from the early 17th century until the present time. Wars, the promulgation 
of new laws, the functioning of offices and other economic or institutional 
events provided long-term norms for the filing and granting of patents. Our 
research on the structural and spatial dynamics of patents is also an original 
way of questioning the endogenous and exogenous factors which have condi-
tioned over time the heartbeats of history. 

Lerner's pioneering work (2002, 2009) suggested three factors which could 
determine the intensity of the protection provided by patent systems: (1) the 
nation's stage of development; (2) the impact of the distribution of political 
power on property rights; and (3) the implications of the initial design of a so-
ciety's institutions. 

Our analysis specifies the preliminary results by showing the proportions 
of outliers by origin for each country (economic or connected with the patent 
system) as well as their sign and impact on the long-term evolution of patents. 
Lerner's presentation was mainly focused on repercussions of changes in the 
patent regimes on innovation. By sorting out the shocks by types (endogenous 
or exogenous), our analysis provides more specific results by considering the 
possible interactions between the patent system and the economic system as a 
whole. In other words, this article provides a new approach of Lerner's work by 
analyzing institutional events, then by shedding light on the major role played 
by wars in the structural dynamics of patents. 

This last finding leads us to deepen our analysis and address the question 
whether the accumulation of innovations, through the patent filings, was a driv-
ing force for the economic growth of these five countries. This issue was tack-
led with modified Granger causality tests. According to our results, the patterns 
of causal relationships are far from being similar between countries and peri-
ods: sometimes the level of patents drove the level of the whole economy; 
sometimes patenting activity responded to the general economic context. Con-
cerning particularly the following post-war periods, the results show that 
France and the United Kingdom have the same causal relationship, where pa-
tents were a causal force for economic performance of both countries. Germany 
and Japan, which are countries that have experienced losses of war, exhibit 
different relationships. German economy experienced the development of pa-
tents while no connection was found for Japan. Finally, the United States is the 
only country where one can see a feedback mechanism between patenting ac-
tivity and economic performance after the Civil War period. 
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Appendix 1 
Historical Overview of National Laws on Patents 

From the very beginning,26 patents never ceased to evolve to become today a 
complex instrument to serve innovation. The first modern patent systems were 
created in the late 18th century in England, the USA and France, which were the 
main industrial powers at the time. At the end of the 19th century, one can con-
sider that most industrialised countries had adopted a patent system.27 It was the 
case in particular of Germany and Japan which also implemented their own 
laws: Germany when the German Reich was created and Japan under the Meiji 
era. The five national laws had one point in common, namely to have been mu-
tually inspired and to have developed later and evolved to adapt to their respec-
tive economic and social contexts linked to their respective stages of develop-
ment. These different patent systems did not evolve linearly.28 They experi-
enced cycles with some slackening phases and some reinforcement phases. 
However, if their existence was sometimes threatened,29 in the long run the 
general trend was towards harmonisation. Especially since the early 1980s, in 
most countries one can observe a common evolution towards an expansion of 
the patentable coverage and an extension of the rights granted to the patent 
owner, which shows the growing role played by this instrument in the innova-
tion policy and also its potential strategic dimension. 

The United Kingdom 
One of the first fundamental laws on the right of inventors was voted by the 
English Parliament in 1623. This law, known as the Statute of Monopolies, for-
bade the Crown to grant monopoly privileges to anyone but the first and true 
inventor of ‘any manner of new manufactures’ in the kingdom. It excluded all 
arbitrary decisions in issuing patents even if the actual granting remained the 
monarch's prerogative. The patented inventor received a positive right, namely 
to make use of his invention. Patents were granted for a period of 14 years to 
English as well as foreign applicants. An importation patent did not exist as 
such but the specific concept of ‘novelty’ in the English legislation, which was 
                                                           
26 Even if the premises of a system to protect inventions date back to Antiquity, it is in Venice in 

1474 that a pioneering text on patent legislation was promulgated. The Parte Veneziana created a 
right of privilege, an appropriation limited in time for each inventor of a new technique. 

27 The Convention de Paris, which was signed on March, 20, 1883, set several principles, among 
which is the fundamental principle of treating foreigners as the natives and urging some recalci-
trant countries (such as Switzerland) to adopt a protection system or to reinstall one (as was the 
case with Holland in 1910). 

28 The developed historical landmarks are drawn from the works on the history of patents by Bel-
tran et al. 2001; Plasseraud and Savignon 1983, 1986. 

29 In Europe, during the second half of the 19th century, the supporters of the liberal movement 
organised a campaign violently hostile to any forms of Monopoly, including the patent (Machlup 
and Penrose 1950). 
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required only at the local level, allowed naturalizing inventions of foreign 
origin. Later various amendments were made to improve the system, such as 
applicants' responsibility to provide a detailed description of the invention 
(1734) or to examine the novelty of the invention (1833). However, no im-
portant changes were made in the British system until 1852. At that time there 
took place a major revision of the Statute. The changes brought about by this 
law provided for a rationalisation of the granting procedure, and in particular a 
decrease of the taxes. Moreover, after 1852, the patents granted offered protec-
tion all over the United Kingdom. The consequences of these two reforms were 
an immediate and significant increase of the number of patents granted. There 
was another remarkable modification of the system in 1884, the year the United 
Kingdom became a member of the Paris Convention for the Protection of In-
dustrial Property. A new law was implemented which, once again, was aimed at 
simplifying procedures and reducing tax rates. 

Considering how long the British model had existed and the pre-eminence 
of the country at the time, this model was a source of inspiration for many leg-
islators, in particular in France and the USA. 

The USA 
In the USA, following the Declaration of Independence, Congress expressed as 
early as 1787 its wish to ‘promote the development of science and the useful 
arts, by guaranteeing authors and inventors that they would have exclusive 
rights over their books or inventions for a given period of time’ (Plasseraud and 
Sauvignon 1983: 21). Based on the provisions of the Constitution, the law of 
1790 is generally considered as the first modern law in patent matters. The pa-
tent system aimed at rewarding the first and true inventor, without any territori-
al limits, by granting him a temporary monopoly to protect his invention while 
at the same time promoting technical progress. Contrary to the English law 
which gave the inventor the right to use his invention, the American Constitu-
tion grants an exclusive right to protect his invention. The utility and im-
portance of patent applications had to go through a preliminary examination, 
but considering the complexity of the procedure and the resulting slowness of 
the granting of patents (only three commissioners were in charge of examining the 
patents), the system was soon amended by the law of 1793 which substituted  
a mere registration for the initial examination system. The duration of the pa-
tents was 14 years as in England, but the importer of an invention was not con-
sidered as the inventor, which meant that imported and introduced patents were 
not allowed. The rights of the grantee were not crippled by the obligation to 
exploit the invention. The main characteristics of the American system took 
shape during the last three decades of the 19th century, partly as a consequence 
of the changes introduced by the 1836 law. The main features of the American 
system were related to the granting of the patent to the first inventor and not to 
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the first applicant. Another specificity of the American system referred to the 
publication of patent applications. Contrary to the other systems, the applica-
tions were only published once the patents had been granted. Finally, the ‘doc-
trine of equivalents’ implied a wide interpretation of the coverage of patents in 
litigation cases.30 The changes brought about by the law of 1836 bore on the 
maximal duration of the patents, which was extended to 17 years, without fur-
ther prolongation possibility. This law also re-introduced the examination sys-
tem which concerned the novelty and the notion of inventive activity known as 
non-obviousness. It introduced a system of claims which had to be specified in 
the patent application and defined the coverage of patent protection, i.e. the 
characteristics of the invention on which the inventor claimed an exclusive 
right. On the other hand, from the beginning the American system was charac-
terised by a strong discrimination against foreigners. To be granted a patent, 
foreigners had to be residents in the USA for two years at the time they applied 
(law of 1793), then they had to declare their intention to apply for citizenship 
before they could be entitled to a patent (law of 1832). In the favourable case 
the application led to the granting of a patent, the foreigners were obliged to 
exploit their invention within 6 months, otherwise they were deprived of their 
rights. This discriminatory treatment came to end with the 1861 law. In 1887 
the USA joined the Paris Convention and later they partook of the 1978 Patent 
Cooperation Treaty. Few changes were added to the system by the 1980s. The 
USA became aware of the stakes of intellectual property in a knowledge-based 
economy and they were among the first countries to reform their system. The 
American legislation took on a stronger turn in favour of patent applications 
with the creation of the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in 1982, which 
was unique for solving litigations and with the enlarged coverage of patentabil-
ity to biotechnologies and software, the Bayh-Dole Act (1980) which author-
ised non-profit research institutions to patent their discoveries, the extension of 
the protection period for chemicals and pharmaceutics, etc. In 1995 the USA 
extended the patent validity to 17 years, starting with the granting date, to 20 
years from the application date, in order to meet the international standard to be 
found in the TRIPS Agreement (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intel-
lectual Property Rights). 

France 
The French law shares with the American law the peculiarity of having been 
promulgated in a revolutionary context. The French law which was adopted by 
the Constituent Assembly in 1791, emphasized the principle of ownership, as 
specified in Article 1: ‘Any discovery or new invention, in any type of industry, 

                                                           
30 Applying this doctrine in cases of infringement protected the inventors against products or pro-

cesses which showed no substantial differences from the patented product or process. 
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is the ownership of its author: consequently the Law guarantees that he has full 
enjoyment…’ The French law emphasized intellectual property as land proper-
ty and granted inventors an ownership right limited in time. French patents 
which were granted for periods of 5, 10 or 15 years following the applicant's 
choice could be lost after two years if they were not exploited. Inventors could 
also be deprived of their rights if they applied for the same patent abroad. The 
aim of this provision was to reserve exclusive rights of the invention in France. 
Importation patents were possible in so far as the law provided the same ad-
vantages to the person who first brought in a discovery to France as to the in-
ventor itself. The original feature of the French approach consisted in a simple 
formal examination: there was no examination of the content conditions the 
invention had to meet. However, this system without examination functioned 
rather well as major changes were introduced for the first time 170 years after 
the revolution law. The new law was voted in 1844: it clearly emphasized the ex-
clusive right granted to the patentee more than the ownership right and at the same 
time ended the importation patent. The improvements to the legislation referred 
to the duration of the patent which was extended to 20 years and they provided 
for the full publication of applications, usually one year after they were filed. No 
examination of the novelty was required yet for granting a patent. However, in 
order to disclaim any responsibility by guaranteeing neither the merit nor the 
success of the invention, the State demanded that the granted patents mentioned 
‘without guarantee from the Government’. Another change concerned the revo-
cation in case a similar patent was granted later abroad. On the other hand, the 
patent might be revoked if the inventor imported objects covered by patents. 
This provision was cancelled when France adhered to the Paris Convention in 
1884. France kept its specific procedure for the granting of patents without ex-
amination until the system was modernised in the late 1960s. The aim of the 
reforms introduced by the 1968 law was to increase the level of French patents. 
Hence, the new law introduced the obligation to provide a documentary opinion 
(research report) and demanded that all applications included claims; further-
more it added the inventive activity among the novelty and industrial applica-
tion criteria. Amendments of this law in 1978 and 1984 aimed at harmonising 
the French legislation with the provisions of the European patent system. 
France joined the European Patent Organisation in 1978. 

The three above models inspired numerous foreign legislations as they al-
lowed modern patent systems to take shape and to spread during the first half of 
the 19th century. Among the countries where the first laws were promulgated, 
one can note Austria (1810), Russia (1812), Prussia (1815), Belgium and the 
Netherlands (1817), Spain (1820), Sweden (1834), and Portugal (1837). 

Germany and Japan were the rising industrial powers at the end of the 19th 
century. Although they came late on the technological stage, the nations bene-
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fited from the lessons to be learned from the long practice of the other big na-
tions in the field. 

Germany  
At the beginning of the 19th century the different units which formed the Ger-
man Reich introduced their own legislations on patents (Prussia in 1815, Bavar-
ia in 1825, Hannover in 1847, etc.). The specificity of these legislations was 
that they developed in an environment which was rather hostile to patents. Fol-
lowing the liberal-inspired legal texts, the granting of patents had to meet very 
strict requirements. While the average duration of patents was 15 years, in prac-
tice it did not exceed three years. Applications had to undergo a preliminary 
examination on the specificity and novelty and the patent could be revoked in 
case the invention was not implemented within six months of the granting. The 
Prussian legislation which was strongly nationalist, forced foreigners to either 
acquire a ‘bourgeois right’ or hand over their inventions to citizens of the Prus-
sian states. In 1834, the creation of the Zollverein which set up a customs union 
between the 17 German states entailed a weakening of the patent rights in each 
of the states in order to limit their potential impact on the exchanges of goods. 
In 1877, following the creation of the German Empire in 1871, a unitary patent 
was set up. The strict legislation applied to patents made it possible for Germa-
ny to gain a reputation for the quality of the patents granted. Very few patent 
applications were actually granted. The law introduced a preliminary examina-
tion of the novelty which consisted in a precedence proceeding, not limited to 
German patents, and introduced a new notion, ‘inventive level’, meant to dis-
card minor inventions, i.e. inventions which were not sufficiently distinct from 
existing techniques. A system of opposition was also implemented. Patents 
were granted for 15 years and could be withdrawn in case they were not used 
within three months. The rights of foreigners were recognized which meant that 
they could apply for a patent in their own names. Another specificity of the 
German legislation was the introduction of the notion of ‘compulsory licence’, 
i.e. the possibility to force the patentee to grant a licence to a third party, for the 
public's interest, otherwise they might forfeit their rights. Germany joined the 
Paris Convention in 1903. 

Japan 
At the time when Japan entered a modernity phase, under the Meiji era (1868–
1912), the country implemented a system to protect inventions before a decree 
of 1721 prevented any innovation. The promulgation of the Statute of Monopo-
lies of patents in 1885 made it possible for Japan to acquire a real patent system 
originally inspired by the French and American laws and later by the German 
model in the 1920s. In Japan an invention was patentable only if it met the nov-
elty, technical quality and reproducibility criteria (Beltran et al. 2001). Among 
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the main characteristics of Japanese patents, one could find the adoption of a 
preliminary examination system and the first-to-invent system for a maximum 
of 15-year duration. A patent could be forfeited if the invention was not imple-
mented within two years after it was filed. Originally the 1871 law granted 
rights only to foreigners residing in the country. Only after the 1899 reform 
which required adhering to the Paris Convention, did Japan put an end to this 
discrimination against foreigners. Various modifications were generated from 
within the Japanese system, for instance the introduction in 1905 of utility 
models inspired by the German model for minor inventions. Utility models 
were meant to protect less important inventions for a shorter duration than pa-
tents. The Japanese patent system was amended on several occasions in 1909, 
1921 and 1959. Today the Japanese industrial property system is governed by 
the 1959 law. This law was amended on various occasions to enable Japan to 
meet the requirements of international agreements. Due to these modernisation 
efforts, to a system of innovation promotion and a culture in which industrial 
development prevails over individual interests, Japan experiences an amazing 
increase of the number of patent applications. On the other hand, since the late 
1970s Japan has been involved in a series of reforms aimed at aligning its pa-
tent system with international standards.31 Today the Japanese Patent Office is 
one of the important offices together with the European Office and the US Pa-
tent and Trademark Office. 

* * * 
At the present time, with the continuous technical advances, the patent as 

an institution is confronted with new challenges. History shows that it is in con-
stant evolution. The patent system must evolve continuously to adapt to the 
economic context and technological progress in order to be able to play its role 
as a promoter of innovation and the dissemination of knowledge. 

During the last three decades, the transformations observed in the innova-
tion process, in the economic field as well as in the patent systems led to an 
increased resort to patents to protect inventions. The changes in the patent sys-
tems concurred in the direction of a greater harmonisation of legislations, a 
reinforcement of patent law and an extension of the patentability coverage to 
new technologies (biotechnologies) or to technologies previously excluded 
(software, marketing methods). In addition to the traditional functions of inven-
tion protection and knowledge dissemination, new ones appeared in connection 
with the strategic dimension of patent applications. Today patent applications 
are not motivated solely by the wish to protect inventions from imitation, but 
also by strategic reasons linked in particular to sustaining a competitive ad-
vantage (via a portfolio of patents in order to block competitors) or reinforcing 

                                                           
31 Among the reforms, one should mention the 1988 law which allows multiple claims when filing 

applications. 
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the power of the firm in negotiations with others, especially in the case of 
cross-licensing agreements. 

Since the Paris Convention (1883), efforts were undertaken to facilitate 
technology transfers and harmonise national rights. The Treaty of Rome (1957) 
laid the foundations for a European patent which would ensure a unitary and 
uniform protection on the whole Common Market territory without hampering 
free circulation of goods. The European Patent Office (EPO), which was creat-
ed as a follow up of the European Patent Convention (1973), ensures a central-
ised procedure for the treatment of applications on the basis of a unique filing 
procedure. However, once it has been granted, the European patent corresponds 
to a set of national patents which have to be ratified by the offices of the coun-
tries listed. The European patent gives the same legal rights and is subject to the 
same conditions as national patents granted by member states of the Conven-
tion. Other regional systems based on the same principles were established 
elsewhere such as the Eurasian Patent Organisation (OEAB), the Regional Af-
rican Intellectual Property Organisation (ARIPO), or the African Intellectual 
Property Organisation (OAPI). At the international level, the enforcement of 
the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) in 1978 created an international demand 
for easing filing procedures with a large number of countries. This treaty pro-
vides for the filing of a single application, in a single place and a single lan-
guage. This unique international application should have the same effects as 
national applications filed in national offices. However, this international pro-
cedure does not lead to an international patent. Each application must be vali-
dated by the national office of the country in which protection is applied for. 
The WTO Agreement of 1994 on trade-related aspects of intellectual property 
rights (TRIPS) is another landmark in the international harmonisation of patent 
law. The agreement provides minimal protection norms in terms of intellectual 
property for the members of WTO. It foresees among others to extend the pa-
tentability coverage to almost all technical inventions and sets the minimum 
protection duration of 20 years. Minimal rights granted to the owner of a patent 
are also listed. 

Other reforms have been implemented to extend the coverage of the pro-
tection offered by the patent (Japanese law on the number of claims in 1988), to 
develop the incentives to innovate by allowing new applicants (Bayh-Dole Act 
in the USA in 1980), to reinforce the respect for the rights of patentees (crea-
tion of a specialised federal court in the USA in 1982), etc. 

In spite of a certain convergence of national legislations, the remaining 
disparities due to national specificities slow down the adoption of a true inter-
national system of industrial property. The differences between the three main 
offices, EPO (European Patent Office), JPO (Japanese Patent Office) and 
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USPTO (US Patent and Trademark Office) concern the domain of patentable 
objects, the legal definition of patentability and the coverage of patents. There 
are also divergences in the granting, opposition procedures, in the grace peri-
ods, in the costs of obtaining and maintaining a patent, in the duration of the 
granting procedure, etc. The three fundamental patentability criteria – novelty, 
inventive activity and industrial application (which are now universal) – are not 
interpreted in the same way everywhere by jurisprudence. The USA focus on 
utility, novelty and evidence of concrete results from utilising the innovation, 
whereas Europe remains largely interested in technical applications. The USA 
continue to apply the rule first to invent, which means that the patent can be 
challenged after it has been granted by a third party claiming to be the true in-
ventor. In Europe and in Japan the applied principle is that of first to file, which 
means that the patent is granted to the first person to file an application. Ameri-
can and Japanese legislations grant a grace period, which provides that publish-
ing the invention within a certain period before filing an application (12 months 
maximum in the USA and 6 months in Japan), does not cancel the novelty 
character of the invention and therefore does not invalidate the claim. Some 
areas are debatable. The patentability of software is not yet generally agreed 
upon. In Europe and in Japan software-related inventions are not patentable as 
such, i.e. they must be of a ‘sufficient technical nature’. As for the costs, in 
spite of a drop during the 1990s a European patent is on average twice as ex-
pensive as an American patent. These higher costs are related to the translation 
costs during the treatment and validation stages. All these differences related to 
patent regulations are partly mirrored in the estimated levels of patent grants of 
the offices. 

Appendix 2 
A Note on the Outliers Detection Methodology 

Outliers represent infrequent large temporary and permanent shocks that affect 
time series. There are several methods for detecting outliers (see, e.g., Box and 
Tiao 1975). We retain here the procedure developed by Darné and Diebolt 
(2004) using the approach proposed by Chen and Liu (1993). 

Consider a univariate time series *
ty  which can be described by the ARI-

MA (p, d, q) model: 

tt aByBB )()()( *   ,                                            (Eq. 1) 

where B is the lag operator, at is a white noise process, )( ),( ),( BBB  are the 

lagged polynomials with orders d, p, q, respectively. The outliers can be mod-
elled by regression polynomials as follows: 
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I

tiitt IByy )()(*  ,                                       (Eq. 2) 

where *
ty  is an ARIMA process, )(Bi  is the polynomial characterizing the 

outlier occurring at time t = , i  represents its impact on the series and 

)(tI is an indicator function with the value 1 at time t =  and 0 otherwise. 

In this paper, four main outliers are classified as: 
– Additive Outliers (AO) that affect only a single observation at some 

points in time series and not its future values. In terms of regression polynomi-
als, this type can be modelled by setting: 1)(1 B . 

– Innovational Outliers (IO) which produce a temporary effect for a sta-
tionary series, whereas it produces a permanent level shift for a nonstationary 
series. The polynomial is then )(/)()( BBBi   . 

– Level Shifts (LS) that increase or decrease all the observations from a 
certain time point onward by some constant amount. In this case, the polynomi-
al: )1(1)( BBi  . 

– Temporary Changes (TC) that allow an abrupt increase or decrease in the 
level of a series which then returns to its previous level exponentially rapidly. 
Their speeds of decay depend on the parameter )1(1)( BBi   , where  

0 <  < 1. 
It is considered that AOs and IOs are outliers which are related to an exog-

enous and endogenous change in the series, respectively, and that TCs and LSs 
are more in the nature of structural changes. 

An ARIMA model is fitted to *
ty  in (1) and the residuals are obtained: 

tt YBâ )( ,                                       (Eq. 3) 
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For the three types of outliers in (2), the equation in (3) becomes: 
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These expressions can then be viewed as a regression model for tâ , i.e., 
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ttiit axâ  , . 

With: 
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The test statistics for the types of outliers are given by:  
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2  , where )41)((ˆ ii  denotes the estimation of the outlier 

impact at time t = , and â  is an estimate of the variance of the residual pro-

cess.  
An outlier is identified at time t =  when the test statistics )(ˆ  i  exceeds a 

critical value. In TRAMO (Time Series Regression with ARIMA Noise, Miss-
ing Observations, and Outliers) the critical value is determined by the number 
of observations in the series based on simulation experiments. The different test 
statistics at time t =  are compared in order to identify the type of outlier. The 
one chosen has the greatest significance such as )(ˆmaxˆ  imax  .  
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When an outlier is detected, we can adjust the observation tY at time t =  

to obtain the corrected *
tY  via (2) using î , i.e. )(ˆ*  tiitt IvYY  . Finally, the 

procedure is repeated until no outlier is detected. A multiple regression on *
tY is 

performed on the various outliers detected to identify spurious outliers.  

Appendix 3 
Tests for Unit Roots and Stationarity 

The ERS test 
Elliott, Rothenberg, and Stock (1996) [ERS] developed a unit root test based on 
a quasi-difference detrending of a series Xt. This method yields substantial 
power gains compared to the standards Dickey and Fuller tests (1979, 1981). 

We define:  

1

1








ttt

ttt

zzy

XXY




 , 

where zt equals to 1 for the constant mean case, and (1, t) for the linear trend, 
and  = 1 – (c/T) equals to 7 for the constant mean case and to 13.5 if the series 
seems to contain a trend. 

We regress Yt on yt by the generalized least squares (GLS) and we calculate 
the variable:  

ttt zXZ ' , 

where  is the generalized least squares (GLS) regression coefficient of the 
previous regression. Then, we make the following regression: 

t

k

j
jtjtt ZZZ   




1
10 . 

Test statistics, ERS (without drift) and ERS (with drift) proposed, are 
Student t-tests for the null hypothesis 0 = 0. The decision rule is as follows: if 
ERS > ERStab, therefore H0 is accepted and the series is stationary. 

The KPSS test 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) [KPSS] proposed a stationarity test which takes into 
account the possible residual autocorrelations in a time series Xt. This proce-
dure tests the null hypothesis of level (test-) or trend (test-) stationarity 
against the unit root alternative. 

We regress Xt on a constant (test-) or on a constant and a trend (test-), 
and we ascertain the residuals from the regression, êt: 

t tX t e    . 
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The KPSS test statistic is: 

2
1

2

2/

ˆ1

T
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s
KPSS
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t t

wa

 , 

where 


t

i tt eS
1
ˆˆ  (t = 1, …, T) is the partial sum process, and 2

was  is the es-

timator of the long-term variance of êt, defined by  




1

10
2 ˆ),(2ˆ

T

j jwa lsws  , 

where   
T

jt jttj T 1
ˆˆ1ˆ  and (w, l) being an optimal weighting function cor-

responding to the choice of a spectral window.32  
The decision rule is: if KPSSµ/τ < KPSSµ/τ,tab, therefore H0 is accepted and 

the series is stationary.  

Table. Non-stationarity tests 

ERS KPSS

Variable 
Test 
stat 

Crit. 
Value 

lag 
Test 
Stat 

Crit. 
Value 

lag 

France

1885–2010 Patents –1.277 –3.007 2 0.368 0.146 4 

GDP per Cap. –1.469 –3.011 6 0.385 0.146 4 

1885–1918 Patents –1.458 –3.190 2 0.158 0.146 3 

GDP per Cap. –0.888 –3.190 0 0.141* 0.146 3 

1919–2010 Patents –1.800 –3.071 4 0.404 0.146 3 

GDP per Cap. –1.991 –3.074 5 0.207 0.146 3 

1946–2010 Patents –1.647 –3.151 2 0.284 0.146 3 

GDP per Cap. –0.302 –3.148 1 0.430 0.146 3 

Germany

1883–2010 Patents –0.770 –3.030 10 0.502 0.146 4 

GDP per Cap. –2.420 –3.005 2 0.358 0.146 4 

1883–1917 Patents –0.773 –3.190 0 0.152 0.146 3 

GDP per Cap. –1.057 –3.190 0 0.174 0.146 3 

1918–2010 Patents –0.710 –1.944 3 0.226* 0.463 3 

GDP per Cap. –2.784 –3.062 2 0.146 0.146 3 

32 Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) suggest to use the Bartlett window, given by w (l, s) =1 – s/(l + 1). 
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Continuation of the Table 

 ERS KPSS 

 Variable 
Test 
stat 

Crit. 
Value 

lag 
Test 
Stat 

Crit. 
Value 

lag 

Japan        

1883–2010 Patents –1.898 –3.005 0 0.140* 0.146 4 

 GDP per Cap. –1.344 –3.005 0 0.411 0.146 4 

1885–1944 Patents –0.293 –3.167 2 0.338 0.146 3 

 GDP per Cap. –2.624 –3.167 2 0.119* 0.146 3 

1945–2010 Patents 0.026 –3.151 3 0.411 0.146 3 

 GDP per Cap. –0.879 –3.151 3 0.434 0.146 3 

The United Kingdom       

1852–2010 Patents –0.371 –2.973 1 0.629 0.146 4 

 GDP per Cap. –0.778 –2.976 4 0.707 0.146 4 

1852–1918 Patents –1.475 –3.138 0 0.232 0.146 3 

 GDP per Cap. –3.034 –3.138 3 0.067* 0.146 3 

1919–2010 Patents –1.780 –3.065 2 0.348 0.146 3 

 GDP per Cap. –2.283 –3.065 2 0.336 0.146 3 

1945–2010 Patents –2.014 –3.151 3 0.306 0.146 3 

 GDP per Cap. –1.959 –3.720 2 0.123* 0.146 3 

The United States       

1840–2010 Patents –1.063 –2.972 12 0.554 0.146 4 

 GDP per Cap. –1.235 –2.973 13 0.466 0.146 4 

1840–1864 Patents –2.263 –3.190 0 0.144* 0.146 2 

 GDP per Cap. –2.518 –3.190 0 0.064* 0.146 2 

1865–2010 Patents –0.962 –2.989 4 0.323 0.146 4 

 GDP per Cap. –1.535 –2.998 13 0.307 0.146 4 

* denotes significance at the 5 % level. The lag is chosen by the Modified Information 
Criteria (MIC) for ERS unit root test. For the KPSS test, the lag is chosen according to 
the Schwert criterion. 
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